Pacific Fishery Management Council, 201st Session, Costa Mesa, California
Public Comment on Agenda Item G.8,
Fishery Management Plan Amendment 20: Trawl Rationalization
November 4, 2009

By: Svend Brandt-Erichsen, Marten Law Group PLLC

On behalf of: Vince Doyle (F/V Verna Jean 3), Tom Estes (F/V Tara Dawn), Brian Jourdain (F/V Blue Pacific), Richard Kelley (F/V Miss Hailee, F/V Miss Kelley, F/V Miss Kelley II), Bernard Norvell, Sr. (F/V Donna J), and Randall Schlect (F/V Northern Light)
November 3, 2009

David Ortman, Chair
Pacific Marine Fisheries Council
7700 NE Ambassador Place, Suite 101
Portland, OR 97220-1384

Dear Mr. Ortman:

I received copies of the attached letters from Bernie Norvell, Michelle Tarantino Norvell and the Noyo Harbor District. Thank you for looking into their concerns regarding new individual quota regulations for trawlers.

I appreciate your consideration as well as your ongoing diligent and conscientious efforts on behalf of fisheries and our communities.

Sincerely,

Mike Thompson

Mike Thompson
Member of Congress

MT:hd
October 29, 2009

Mr. David Ortman, Chair
Pacific Fishery Management Council
7700 NE Ambassador Place, Suite 101
Portland, Oregon 97220-1384

Re: Agenda Item G.8, November 2009 Council Meeting
Fishery Management Plan Amendment 20: Trawl Rationalization

Dear Mr. Ortman:

The Noyo Harbor District has read Mr. Bernie Norvell’s letter of October 23, 2009, to the P.F.M.C. on behalf of himself, and other trawl vessel owners in Noyo Harbor, regarding Amendment 20. The Noyo Harbor District is writing in support of his message.

Along with many others the Noyo Harbor District has suffered financially with the loss of the Salmon season the past two years. The harbor generates 80% of its revenues from Berth fees, augmented with parking and launch fees and a small tax base from the County of Mendocino. Losing Salmon season these past two years has had a severe negative impact on the Harbor District’s financial situation. If the Fishery Management Plan Amendment 20, as currently proposed, is implemented and becomes law, the financial effects felt by the harbor will be immediate, harsh and most likely irreversible.

Should the trawl vessels berthed in Noyo Harbor be forced to leave to ply their trade, there would be a significant adverse impact not only on the harbor, but to the entire community of Fort Bragg, a community that supports and is supported by its local commercial fishermen. Amendment 20, as currently proposed, will devastate our fleet causing severe economic impact to both the harbor and the community.

The Noyo Harbor District greatly appreciates the continuous hard work done by the council and recognizes it is often a thankless effort. It is the hope of the Harbor District that the council will consider this letter as well as other letters submitted in support of Noyo Harbor Trawlers when determining the final outcome of Amendment 20.

Respectfully,

Jere Kleinbach, Manager
Noyo Harbor District
October 30, 2009

Mr. David Ortman, Chair
Pacific fishery Management Council
7700 NE Ambassador Place, Suite 101
Portland, Oregon 97220-1384

Re: Agenda Item G.8, November 2009 Council Meeting
Fishery Management Plan Amendment 20: Trawl Rationalization

Dear Mr. Ortman:

I am writing in support of the fisherman in Noyo Harbor (Fort Bragg, CA); specifically Richard Kelly (F/V Miss Hailee, F/V Miss Kelley, F/V Miss Kelley II), Tom Estes (F/V Tara Dawn), Brian Jourdain (F/V Blue Pacific), Vince Doyle (F/V Verna Jean 3), Randall Schlect (F/V Northern Light), and Bernie Norvell (F/V Donna J) hereinafter referred to as the Trawlers.

I am a resident of Fort Bragg. My husband and I both work in the community and raise our children here. We both have strong ties to the fishing industry at Noyo Harbor. My grandfather immigrated from Sicily and settled in Fort Bragg in the early 1900’s. He started with a small boat the Rex, then the Lucky and later built the Tarantino Sr., the Tarantino Jr. and the Tarantino III. My father at the age of 13 fished alongside his father. My father made his carrier as a Commercial Fisherman, managed to acquire boats of his own, and at the age of 74 continues to fish today out of Noyo Harbor. In all, there have been 11 fishing vessels operated by my family out of Noyo Harbor over the yeas; 12 when you count my father-in-law’s vessel, the Donna J.

The purpose of my letter is to impress upon you how strongly I support the position held by the Trawlers and to echo their belief that there would be severe adverse consequences to them, their families and to our community if the Council Recommendation for Amendment 20 (currently proposed) becomes law. I have read and understand the content of Bernie Norvell’s October 23, 2009 letter to Mr. David Ortman, Chair, P.F.M.C. Because of my support for the Trawlers, my personal link to the trawl fishery, and my strong ties to this community; I appeal to the Council NOT to approve the Council Recommendation for Amendment 20 as it relates to the issues brought forward in Mr. Norvell’s letter.

In addition, please consider the following conservative projections. One trawl boat can generate revenue of 500 to 700 thousand dollars annually. With seven other trawlers in Noyo Harbor with similar annual revenue (some more, some less) it is conservatively estimated that the trawl fleet delivers in excess of 10 million dollars annually to this community. As you can see, if the Trawlers IFQ’s are diminished to the point where they can no longer participate in the ground fish fishery, the economic backlash to this community would be catastrophic. The collateral loss is impressive (in a disturbing sense) when you consider the local processing company facing closure or layoffs of over 75 employees; the Fuel Dock losing $500,000 in annual sales to the Trawlers; the Ice House losing $25,000 in annual sales to the Trawlers; the Grocery Stores losing $25,000 in annual sales to the Trawlers; Insurance Companies losing $100,000 in sales to the Trawlers; Ways/Marine Supply Stores losing $100,000 in sales to the Trawlers; Government Fees (observers, buyback, IFQ administration) losing in excess of $400,000 from the Trawlers. The fall-out continues; enumerated here reflects only the hardest hit areas within the fishing industry. The full impact cannot be quantified in terms of spill over into the community as it relates to city and county services, taxes, property value, and revenue, housing, unemployment, school enrollment, etc.

Please, let’s get this right the first time; there is too much at risk to do otherwise. I urge the Council to refrain from approving the Council Recommendations as mentioned above and consider options presented by the Trawlers at the Nov. 2009 meeting.

Sincerely,

Michelle Tarantino Norvell
20501 Nottingham Court, Fort Bragg, CA 95437
(707) 964-6609 / mnorvell@mcn.org
Agenda Item G.8.d

October 30, 2009

Mr. David Orman, Chair
Pacific fishery Management Council
7700 NE Ambassador Place, Suite 101
Portland, Oregon 97220-1384

Re: Agenda Item G.8. November 2009 Council Meeting
Fishery Management Plan Amendment 20: Trawl Rationalization

Dear Mr. Orman:

I am writing in support of the fisherman in Noyo Harbor (Fort Bragg, CA); specifically Richard Kelly (F/V Miss Hailee, F/V Miss Kelley, F/V Miss Kelley II), Tom Estes (F/V Tara Dawn), Brian Jourdain (F/V Blue Pacific), Vince Doyle (F/V Verna Jean 3), Randall Schlecht (F/V Northern Light), and Bernie Norvell (F/V Donna J).

I am a resident of Fort Bragg and am familiar with the trawlers and their ground fish issues. I am writing to express my strong support of the position taken by the Noyo Harbor trawlers and to express that I too believe there would be severe adverse consequences to our community if the (currently proposed) Council Recommendation for Amendment 20 becomes law.

I understand the nature of Bernie Norvell’s October 23, 2009 letter to Mr. David Orman, Chair PFMC and stand beside him in asking that the Council NOT approve the Council Recommendation for Amendment 20 as it relates to the issues in his letter.

Please consider this letter before making any decision to approve into law the Council Recommendation for Amendment 20 (currently proposed). Alternatives proposals will be presented by the trawlers at the November 2009 Council meeting, which I believe will not only result in a much fairer and more equitable distribution of IFQ’s. I also believe the trawlers proposal(s) are more closely aligned and more cohesive to the spirit of the Magnuson Act then the Councils’ current proposal (as it relates to the issues in Mr. Norvell’s letter).

Sincerely,

Name: Address: Phone:
John Gould 1250 Willow St F.B. 607-964-2576
Steve Holmes P.O. Box 86 F.B 607-964-6377
Steve Hautala 2075 Sashmore Ln F.B 607-964-0875
Michelle Malson 20075 Hanson Rd F.B 607-964-0355
Andy Maynard 210 N Whipple F.B 607-961-0188
Huston Maxey 1028 Cedar St F.B 607-964-4341
Joseph Casperונות 496 Wall St F.B 607-961-1857
Vickie L. Johnson 82635 Airport Rd F.B 607-964-0613
Mr. David Ortman, Chair  
Pacific fishery Management Council  
7700 NE Ambassador Place, Suite 101  
Portland, Oregon 97220-1384

Re: Agenda Item G.8, November 2009 Council Meeting  
Fishery Management Plan Amendment 20: Trawl Rationalization

Dear Mr. Ortman:

I am writing in support of the fisherman in Noyo Harbor (Fort Bragg, CA); specifically Richard Kelly (F/V Miss Hailee, F/V Miss Kelley, F/V Miss Kelley II), Tom Estes (F/V Tara Dawn), Brian Jourdain (F/V Blue Pacific), Vince Doyle (F/V Verna Jean 3), Randall Schlect (F/V Northern Light), and Bernie Norvell (F/V Donna J).

I am a resident of Fort Bragg and am familiar with the trollers and their ground fish issues. I am writing to express my strong support of the position taken by the Noyo Harbor trollers and to express that I too believe there would be severe adverse consequences to our community if the (currently proposed) Council Recommendation for Amendment 20 becomes law.

I understand the nature of Bernie Norvell’s October 23, 2009 letter to Mr. David Ortman, Chair PFMC and stand beside him in asking that the Council NOT approve the Council Recommendation for Amendment 20 as it relates to the issues in his letter.

Please consider this letter before making any decision to approve into law the Council Recommendation for Amendment 20 (currently proposed). Alternatives proposals will be presented by the trollers at the November 2009 Council meeting, which I believe will not only result in a much fairer and more equitable distribution of IFQ’s. I also believe the trollers proposal(s) are more closely aligned and more cohesive to the spirit of the Magnuson Act then the Council’s current proposal (as it relates to the issues in Mr. Norvell’s letter).

Sincerely,

[Signatures and addresses of other residents]
Mr. David Ortman, Chair  
Pacific fishery Management Council  
7700 NE Ambassador Place, Suite 101  
Portland, Oregon 97220-1384

Re:  Agenda Item G.8. November 2009 Council Meeting  
Fishery Management Plan Amendment 20: Trawl Rationalization

Dear Mr. Ortman:

I am writing in support of the fisherman in Noyo Harbor (Fort Bragg, CA); specifically Richard Kelly (F/V Miss Hailee, F/V Miss Kelley, F/V Miss Kelley II), Tom Estes (F/V Tara Dawn), Brian Jourdain (F/V Blue Pacific), Vince Doyle (F/V Verna Jean 3), Randall Schlecht (F/V Northern Light), and Bernie Norvell (F/V Donna J).

I am a resident of Fort Bragg and am familiar with the trawlers and their ground fish issues. I am writing to express my strong support of the position taken by the Noyo Harbor trawlers and to express that I too believe there would be severe adverse consequences to our community if the (currently proposed) Council Recommendation for Amendment 20 becomes law.

I understand the nature of Bernie Norvell's October 23, 2009 letter to Mr. David Ortman, Chair PFMC and stand beside him in asking that the Council NOT approve the Council Recommendation for Amendment 20 as it relates to the issues in his letter.

Please consider this letter before making any decision to approve into law the Council Recommendation for Amendment 20 (currently proposed). Alternatives proposals will be presented by the trawlers at the November 2009 Council meeting, which I believe will not only result in a much fairer and more equitable distribution of IFQ's. I also believe the trawlers proposal(s) are more closely aligned and more cohesive to the spirit of the Magnuson Act then the Council's current proposal (as it relates to the issues in Mr. Norvell's letter).

Sincerely,

Name:  
John Gould  
Steve Holmes  
Steve Hautau  
Michelle Malson  
Andy Maxwell  
Huston Maxey  
Bee Costonos  
Vickie L. Johnson

Address:  
1250 Willow St FB  
P.O. Box 898 FB  
2422 Sashabaw U. FB  
20075 Hanson Rd FB  
210 N. Whipple FB  
1028 Cedar St FB  
496 Wall St FB  
52635 Airport Rd, FB

Phone:  
707-961-2576  
707-964-6377  
707-961-0875  
707-964-0355  
767-961-0188  
707-964-4443  
707-961-1857  
707-964-0613
Agenda Item G.8.d

October 30, 2009

Mr. David Orttman, Chair
Pacific fishery Management Council
7700 NE Ambassador Place, Suite 101
Portland, Oregon 97220-1384

Re: Agenda Item G.8, November 2009 Council Meeting
    Fishery Management Plan Amendment 20: Trawl Rationalization

Dear Mr. Orttman:

I am writing in support of the fisherman in Noyo Harbor (Fort Bragg, CA); specifically Richard Kelly (F/V Miss Hailee, F/V Miss Kelley, F/V Miss Kelley II), Tom Estes (F/V Tara Dawn), Brian Jourdain (F/V Blue Pacific), Vince Doyle (F/V Verna Jean 3), Randall Schlect (F/V Northern Light) and Bernie Norvell (F/V Donna J).

I am a resident of Fort Bragg and am familiar with the trawlers and their ground fish issues. I am writing to express my strong support of the position taken by the Noyo Harbor trawlers and to express that I too believe there would be severe adverse consequences to our community if the (currently proposed) Council Recommendation for Amendment 20 becomes law.

I understand the nature of Bernie Norvell’s October 23, 2009 letter to Mr. David Orttman, Chair PFMC and stand beside him in asking that the Council NOT approve the Council Recommendation for Amendment 20 as it relates to the issues in his letter.

Please consider this letter before making any decision to approve into law the Council Recommendation for Amendment 20 (currently proposed). Alternatives proposals will be presented by the trawlers at the November 2009 Council meeting, which I believe will not only result in a much fairer and more equitable distribution of IFQ’s. I also believe the trawlers proposal (s) are more closely aligned and more cohesive to the spirit of the Magnuson Act then the Councils’ current proposal (as it relates to the issues in Mr. Norvell’s letter).

Sincerely,

Name:  
Jessica Ferguson
Lauren Gall
Natasha Giancio
Jamie Pleasan
Alison Brenninkmeyer
Becky Clark

Address:  
105 Hooker Ln. FB 95437  
435 N. Corry St FB 95437  
229 S. Corry St FB 95437  
19081 Noyo Acres Dr.  
437 N. Corry  
2271 Humble Road  
31300 Ocean Pk CA

Phone:  
707-964-0920  
707-964-1453  
707-964-0126  
707-961-1319  
707-357-3084  
707-961-0251  
707-364-0161
Mr. David Ortman, Chair  
Pacific fishery Management Council  
7700 NE Ambassador Place, Suite 101  
Portland, Oregon 97220-1384

Re: Agenda Item G.8.d, November 2009 Council Meeting  
Fishery Management Plan Amendment 20: Trawl Rationalization

Dear Mr. Ortman:

I am writing in support of the fisherman in Noyo Harbor (Fort Bragg, CA); specifically Richard Kelly (F/V Miss Hailee, F/V Miss Kelley, F/V Miss Kelley II), Tom Estes (F/V Tara Dawn), Brian Jourdain (F/V Blue Pacific), Vince Doyle (F/V Verna Jean 3), Randall Schietch (F/V Northern Light), and Bernie Norvell (F/V Donna J).

I am a resident of Fort Bragg and am familiar with the trawlers and their ground fish issues. I am writing to express my strong support of the position taken the by the Noyo Harbor trawlers and to express that I too believe there would be severe adverse consequences to our community if the (currently proposed) Council Recommendation for Amendment 20 becomes law.

I understand the nature of Bernie Norvell’s October 23, 2009 letter to Mr. David Ortman, Chair PFMC and stand beside him in asking that the Council NOT approve the Council Recommendation for Amendment 20 as it relates to the issues in his letter.

Please consider this letter before making any decision to approve into law the Council Recommendation for Amendment 20 (currently proposed). Alternatives proposals will be presented by the trawlers at the November 2009 Council meeting, which I believe will not only result in a much fairer and more equitable distribution of IFQ’s. I also believe the trawlers proposal(s) are more closely aligned and more cohesive to the spirit of the Magnuson Act then the Councils’ current proposal (as it relates to the issues in Mr. Norvell’s letter).

Sincerely,

Name:  
J Klembach  
Jeanie Monma  
Brian Kelley  
John Admire  
Mike Brown  
Billy Lipinskait  
Nanci Hattula  

Address:  
30520 Hwy 20 95487  
31022 Sherwood Rd 95437  
18531 Estel’s Ct 95437  
326 S Cherry St 95437  
1085 0ak St  
32673 Atkins Way  
24726 S Ashwood Ln

Phone:  
907-963-0229  
707-962-7275  
707 964-3290  
707-357-7408  
707-964-4337  
707-813-1703  
941-0875
Agenda Item G.8.d

October 30, 2009

Mr. David Ortman, Chair
Pacific fishery Management Council
7700 NE Ambassador Place, Suite 101
Portland, Oregon 97220-1384

Re: Agenda Item G.8. November 2009 Council Meeting
Fishery Management Plan Amendment 20: Trawl Rationalization

Dear Mr. Ortman:

I am writing in support of the fishermen in Noyo Harbor (Fort Bragg, CA); specifically Richard Kelly (F/V Miss Hailee, F/V Miss Kelley, F/V Miss Kelley II), Tom Estes (F/V Tara Dawn), Brian Jourdain (F/V Blue Pacific), Vince Doyle (F/V Verna Jean 3), Randall Schlect (F/V Northern Light), and Bernie Norvell (F/V Donna J).

I am a resident of Fort Bragg and am familiar with the trawlers and their ground fish issues. I am writing to express my strong support of the position taken by the Noyo Harbor trawlers and to express that I too believe there would be severe adverse consequences to our community if the (currently proposed) Council Recommendation for Amendment 20 becomes law.

I understand the nature of Bernie Norvell’s October 23, 2009 letter to Mr. David Ortman, Chair PFMC and stand beside him in asking that the Council NOT approve the Council Recommendation for Amendment 20 as it relates to the issues in his letter.

Please consider this letter before making any decision to approve into law the Council Recommendation for Amendment 20 (currently proposed). Alternatives proposals will be presented by the trawlers at the November 2009 Council meeting, which I believe will not only result in a much fairer and more equitable distribution of IFQ’s. I also believe the trawlers proposal(s) are more closely aligned and more cohesive to the spirit of the Magnuson Act then the Councils’ current proposal(s) as it relates to the issues in Mr. Norvell’s letter.

Sincerely,

Name:
Evelyn Haukala
Joe Brenn Fleck
Liz Smethurst
Chris Van Peer
Brenda Holen
Gene A. Mattiuzzo
Michaja Steiner-Zehnder

Address:
24762 Sashmark Way
437 N Corby Fort Bragg
PO Box 174 Fort Bragg
32600 Hwy 20 Fort Bragg
4466 Forest Circle
3200 Simpson Lane
Fort Bragg, CA 95437
3150 Turner Rd
Fort Bragg, CA 95437
67 N Hasin St
807 M Hasin St

Phone:
961-0875
707-357-3080
962-0431
964-6712
937-6088
964-0364
964-6350
50-2341-2306
Mr. David Ortman, Chair  
Pacific fishery Management Council  
7700 NE Ambassador Place, Suite 101  
Portland, Oregon 97220-1384

Re:  
Agenda Item G.8, November 2009 Council Meeting  
Fishery Management Plan Amendment 20: Trawl Rationalization

Dear Mr. Ortman:

I am writing in support of the fisherman in Noyo Harbor (Fort Bragg, CA); specifically Richard Kelly (F/V Miss Hailee, F/V Miss Kelley, F/V Miss Kelley II), Tom Estes (F/V Tara Dawn), Brian Jourdain (F/V Blue Pacific), Vince Doyle (F/V Verna Jean 3), Randall Schlicht (F/V Northern Light), and Bernie Norvell (F/V Donna J).

I am a resident of Fort Bragg and am familiar with the trawlers and their ground fish issues. I am writing to express my strong support of the position taken by the Noyo Harbor trawlers and to express that I too believe there would be severe adverse consequences to our community if the (currently proposed) Council Recommendation for Amendment 20 becomes law.

I understand the nature of Bernie Norvell’s October 23, 2009 letter to Mr. David Ortman, Chair PFMC and stand beside him in asking that the Council NOT approve the Council Recommendation for Amendment 20 as it relates to the issues in his letter.

Please consider this letter before making any decision to approve into law the Council Recommendation for Amendment 20 (currently proposed). Alternatives proposals will be presented by the trawlers at the November 2009 Council meeting, which I believe will not only result in a much fairer and more equitable distribution of IFQ’s. I also believe the trawlers proposal is more closely aligned and more cohesive to the spirit of the Magnuson Act than the Councils’ current proposal (as it relates to the issues in Mr. Norvell’s letter).

Sincerely,

[Signatures]
Agenda Item G.8.d

October 30, 2009

Mr. David Ortman, Chair
Pacific fishery Management Council
7700 NE Ambassador Place, Suite 101
Portland, Oregon 97220-1384

Re: Agenda Item G.8. November 2009 Council Meeting
Fishery Management Plan Amendment 20: Trawl Rationalization

Dear Mr. Ortman:

I am writing in support of the fisherman in Noyo Harbor (Fort Bragg, CA); specifically Richard Kelly (F/V Miss Hailee, F/V Miss Kelley, F/V Miss Kelley II), Tom Estes (F/V Tara Dawn), Brian Jourdain (F/V Blue Pacific), Vince Doyle (F/V Verna Jean 3), Randall Schlect (F/V Northern Light), and Bernie Norvell (F/V Donna J).

I am a resident of Fort Bragg and am familiar with the trawlers and their groundfish issues. I am writing to express my strong support of the position taken by the Noyo Harbor trawlers and to express that I too believe there would be severe adverse consequences to our community if the (currently proposed) Council Recommendation for Amendment 20 becomes law.

I understand the nature of Bernie Norvell’s October 23, 2009 letter to Mr. David Ortman, Chair PFMC and stand beside him in asking that the Council NOT approve the Council Recommendation for Amendment 20 as it relates to the issues in his letter.

Please consider this letter before making any decision to approve into law the Council Recommendation for Amendment 20 (currently proposed). Alternatives proposals will be presented by the (trawlers at the November 2009 Council meeting, which I believe will not only result in a much fairer and more equitable distribution of IFQ’s. I also believe the trawlers proposal(s) are more closely aligned and more cohesive to the spirit of the Magnuson Act then the Council’s current proposal (as it relates to the issues in Mr. Norvell’s letter).

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Name: [Signature]

Address: 240 Maine Ave
Phone: 707-964-2169

240 World Ave
954-8238

327 Park St., FB
964-7794

20400 Lytle Way, E.
964-7812

PO Box 1427 FB
(707) 964-0487

510 Wharf St. FB
(707) 964-2918

31701 Little Valley Rd. FB
964-9540
Mr. David Ortman, Chair
Pacific fishery Management Council
7700 NE Ambassador Place, Suite 101
Portland, Oregon 97220-1384

Re: Agenda Item G.8.d, November 2009 Council Meeting
Fishery Management Plan Amendment 20: Trawl Rationalization

Dear Mr. Ortman:

I am writing in support of the fisherman in Noyo Harbor (Fort Bragg, CA); specifically Richard Kelly (F/V Miss Hailee, F/V Miss Kelley, F/V Miss Kelley II), Tom Estes (F/V Tara Dawn), Brian Jourdain (F/V Blue Pacific), Vince Doyle (F/V Verna Jean 3), Randall Schlect (F/V Northern Light), and Bernie Norvell (F/V Donna J).

I am a resident of Fort Bragg and am familiar with the trawlers and their ground fish issues. I am writing to express my strong support of the position taken by the Noyo Harbor trawlers and to express that I too believe there would be severe adverse consequences to our community if the (currently proposed) Council Recommendation for Amendment 20 becomes law.

I understand the nature of Bernie Norvell’s October 23, 2009 letter to Mr. David Ortman, Chair PFMC and stand beside him in asking that the Council NOT approve the Council Recommendation for Amendment 20 as it relates to the issues in his letter.

Please consider this letter before making any decision to approve into law the Council Recommendation for Amendment 20 (currently proposed). Alternatives proposals will be presented by the trawlers at the November 2009 Council meeting, which I believe will not only result in a much fairer and more equitable distribution of IFQ’s. I also believe the trawlers proposal(s) are more closely aligned and more cohesive to the spirit of the Magnuson Act then the Councils’ current proposal (as it relates to the issues in Mr. Norvell’s letter).

Sincerely,

[Handwritten addresses and phone numbers]

Name: [Handwritten]  
Address: [Handwritten]  
Phone: [Handwritten]